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Abstract
This paper investigates the use of generative adversarial net-
work (GAN)-based models for converting the spectrogram of a
speech signal into that of a singing one, without reference to the
phoneme sequence underlying the speech. This is achieved by
viewing speech-to-singing conversion as a style transfer prob-
lem. Specifically, given a speech input, and optionally the F0
contour of the target singing, the proposed model generates
as the output a singing signal with a progressive-growing en-
coder/decoder architecture and boundary equilibrium GAN loss
functions. Our quantitative and qualitative analysis show that the
proposed model generates singing voices with much higher nat-
uralness than an existing non adversarially-trained baseline. For
reproducibility, the code will be publicly available at a GitHub
repository upon paper publication.
Index Terms: Speech-to-singing conversion, singing voice syn-
thesis, style transfer, adversarial training, encoder/decoder.
1. Introduction
The goal of singing voice synthesis is to create natural-sounding
singing voices with some given conditions, such as the lyrics,
pitch labels, or reference audio [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The reference
audio can be a singing passage of a person, and the task is to
convert the timbre of the singing passage into the timbre of
someone else [6]. The reference audio can also be a passage
of speech voice by someone, and the task is to convert it into a
singing passage with the same timbre identity and underlying
phoneme sequence, without reference to the underlying phoneme
sequence [7, 8, 9]. We are interested in speech-to-singing (STS)
synthesis task in this paper, for its interesting applications in
entertainment, karaoke, music production, and others.
Even through there are many properties shared by speech and
singing signals, they cannot be easily converted to one another.
Rhythm and phoneme representations in speech and singing are
fairly different, and one singing sound can correspond to spoken
passages with different speeds, tones, and even pronunciations
[8]. Moreover, melody information, less important for speech, is
critical and indispensable for the expression of singing. Hence, in
addition to preserving the linguistic content and timbre identity,
an STS model would also need to generate singing that follows
a pre-given or automatically-generated melody contour.
In the literature, there have been two main approaches to
STS: model-based and template-based ones. For model-based
STS, the work presented by Saitou et al. [7] is a representative
one. They decompose the STS process into three main parts and
process the signal using different control models. This involves
lengthening the speech by a duration control model, generating
the F0 contour with an F0 model, and modifying the timbre of
the voice (so that it is singing-like) by a spectral model. Yet, the
synthesis quality much depends on how accurate the phonemes
are segmented and associated with the musical notes.
For template-based STS, proposed for the first time in [10],
assumes that a high quality-singing vocal, a.k.a., the “template
singing,” is available as another audio reference. The inputs
therefore comprise the speech and the template singing, which
are to be firstly aligned with one another. The template singing
is further used to extract the reference prosody which includes
singing F0, aperiodicity index, singing formants, etc. This in-
formation is then used to estimate the parameters of singing
synthesis from the aligned speech. As another example, Gao et
al. [11] propose a deep learning based system for template-based
STS conversion which conditions the network on the i-vector
of a speaker while predicting the singing spectral parameters to
preserve the speaker identity.
Different from previous works, we reinterpret STS as a style-
transfer problem, which can be viewed as the third approach to
STS. Speech and singing are two very different styles, in that
in singing we care more about the melody and rhythm. STS
can therefore be treated as a style conversion. Among the style
transfer architectures that have been proposed in the literature,
we adopt the GAN [12] architecture for its generalizability, and
demonstrated effectiveness in some other musical style transfer
tasks [6, 13].
This work represents a continuation and extension of our
prior work presented in [9], which is among the first attempts
to approach STS with a deep-learning model that does not re-
quire any phoneme synchronization information or high-quality
singing reference. In other words, only a speech passage and a
target melody (F0) contour is needed for this model. We show in
[9] that even there is no other additional information, the model
can surprisingly learn to sing, albeit the quality of synthesis
is still not good enough. The limited quality of the generated
singing can be attributed to many parts of the model, and it
is our goal to improve upon this prior art here by introducing
adversarial learning and modern style transfer techniques.
Specifically, our contributions are as follows. First, we mod-
ify the simple convolution architecture of [9] into a progressive
growing flow, which has been widely used to generate high
quality audio in some recent works [14, 15, 16]. Second, we
extend the supervised learning framework into an unsupervised
one. Specifically, an adversarial architecture based on boundary-
equilibrium GAN [17] is employed. Our new model is trained
on both paired and unpaired data, while the prior model [9] uses
only a handful of paired data. Third, we use a MelGAN-based
neural vocoder [18] to replace the Griffin-Lim algorithm [19]
adopted in [9] to further improve the sound quality.
Our experiments is conducted on both paired and unpaired
data. For paired data, we use the the NUS sung and spoken
lyrics corpus [20],1 which is the largest public paired dataset.
For unpaired data, we use the DAMP corpus [21],2 which
1https://smcnus.comp.nus.edu.sg/
nus-48e-sung-and-spoken-lyrics-corpus/
2https://ccrma.stanford.edu/damp/
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Figure 1: Diagram of the proposed model architecture, which
is extended from the model we previously presented in [9]. The
input speech is represented by a log mel-spectrogram, and the
target melody contour is represented into one-hot format. Our
encoder-decoder architecture learns the STS conversion by su-
pervised and unsupervised learning jointly. We use different
colors to highlight the parts that we have improved over the
prior art [9].
Figure 2: Details of the proposed encoder and decoder. GN
represent group normalization. Encoder consists of convolution
banks, and decoder upsamples the time-frequency representation
by interpolation and concatenation.
is comprised of 5,690 popular songs performed by 13,154
performers. Audio examples of the generated conversions
can be found here: https://ericwudayi.github.io/
Speech2Singing-DEMO/
2. Methods
We perform spectra-to-spectra conversion in an encoder-decoder
framework as depicted in Fig. 1. The input speech is transformed
into a log mel-spectrogram, and the F0 contour is extracted by a
vocal melody extractor [22] from a different source such as hum-
ming or reference singing. We time-stretch the mel-spectrogram
of speech to the same length as its target F0 contour, and apply
two encoders to encode speech and pitch information separately.
Then, the decoder takes the concatenation of these two encodings
and generates the singing output, with skip-connections from
the encoder. Finally, we use MelGAN vocoder to reconstruct the
waveform from the log mel-spectrogram. Additionally, we add
BEGAN discriminator trained on both model output and ground
truth to improve the model generalizability. The whole system
is trained on both paired and unpaired data. We explain below
each of the components in more detail.
2.1. Input processing
Given an input time-domain speech signal and a target F0 con-
tour, the pre-processing consists of the following steps:
• Log-magnitude representation: We compute the mag-
nitude of mel-spectrogram for the speech signal and apply
element-wise logarithm transformation, yielding a matrix
X ∈ RF×T , with F frequency bins and T time frames.
• Random resampling (RR): It is reasonable that one
singing or musical score can match various speed of
speech voice. Hence, we random resample the input
speech as proposed in [23], which changes the rhythm
of the input speech. This involves two steps. We firstly
divide the mel-spectrogram of speech into segments of
random lengths. Then, we randomly stretch or squeeze
each segment along the time dimension. In our case, we
divide the speech into segments of random length drawn
from 16–32 frames, and each segment is interpolated
linearly by a factor from 0.5 to 2.
• Time stretching (TS). Speech mel-spectrogram and F0
contour can be of widely differing lengths. However, ex-
isting models addressing the variable-length task, such
as the sequence-to-sequence model Tacotron [24], often
perform on discrete-to-discrete, or discrete-to-continuous
tasks. Spectra-to-spectra learning tasks like STS are con-
cerned with a continuous-to-continuous transformation
that has not been widely studied. Hence, we use a sim-
pler fixed-length setting. The input mel-spectorgram is
interpolated linearly to the same length as the F0 contour.
• Vocal pitch contour. Melody contours are extracted
from a singing audio using the CREPE model [22], a
state-of-the-art monophonic pitch tracker that is open
source. Moreover, we convert the continuous-valued ex-
tracted F0 to integer-valued MIDI note by referencing to
the hz-to-midi function in the librosa package [25], and
convert it into one-hot format. We set up to 128 different
MIDI notes. As a result, the melody contour C is rep-
resented as a sequence of one-hot vector indicating the
target MIDI note per frame. It has the same length of the
mel-spectrogram, namely C ∈ N128×T . Following the
prior work [9], in the case of training with paired data, we
extract the melody contour from the singing counterpart
of the input speech.
2.2. Encoder and Decoder
As shown in Fig. 2, the content encoder adopts a fully 1D-
convolutional architecture, and both time and frequency are
downsampled by a factor of 8 to obtain the latent code. Instance
normalization [26] is employed before 1D-convolution layer
as a “style remover,” and we use 3 × 1 convolution kernels
with striding 2 instead of max-pooling followed by LeaklyReLu.
Pitch encoder apply embedding layer to convert melody contour
into embedding first, and then pass it through the fully 1D-
convolution architecture.
As for the decoder, we use a progressive-growing archi-
tecture, which has been recently shown to be effective as a
“spectrogram generator” [15, 27]. It consists of two 1D 3 × 1
kernel convolutions with stride 1, Group-Norm layer [28], and
two upsampling modules. Following [16], nearest neighbor inter-
polation is applied instead of 1D convolution-transposed. And,
Upsampling in frequency domain is performed by concatenation
instead of a convolution layer, in the similar light of [15, 16].
2.3. BEGAN
BEGAN is an energy-based GAN architecture [17]. While the
original GAN [29] matches the distributions between the real and
generated samples directly, an energy-based GAN matches the
distribution of loss using an auto-encoder architecture. Moreover,
BEGAN relaxes the equilibrium of the auto-encoder loss using a
hyper-parameter γ ∈ [0, 1] (a.k.a, diversity ratio), defined as
γ = E[L(G(x))]/E[L(y)] , (1)
whereG(x) is a generated sample, y is a real sample, andL(·) is
the reconstruction loss function of the auto-encoder. The γ term
balances the diversity and quality. Lower values of γ make the
discriminator focuses more on real samples, generating samples
with better quality but less diversity. In contrast, higher values
of γ improve the diversity but lower the quality.
We use BEGAN as our unpaired data trainer for its stable
training process observed in our pilot study. It has also been
shown in [30] and [27] that BEGAN performs better than some
other commonly-used GAN models for generating audio.
2.4. Training
Our model is trained with by minimizing the BEGAN loss and
L1 loss jointly. Formally, given an input log mel-spectrogram X,
a melody contour C, and a target singing log mel-spectrogram
Y, the losses of the generator and discriminator are defined as:{
LD = L(Y)− ktL(G(X,C)) ,
LG = L(G(X,C)) + β(|Y −G(X,C)|1) , (2)
where LD only depends on BEGAN loss, and the variable kt ∈
[0, 1] controls how much emphasis is put on L(G(x)). The
update of kt is controlled by the diversity ratio γ according to
kt+1 = kt + λ(γL(Y)− L(G(X,C))) . (3)
In Eqn. (2), we also use the pixel-wise L1 spectrogram loss to
LG to achieve supervised learning in paired data, scaling with
a β factor to avoid overfitting. As for the case of training with
unpaired data, the generator is trained with L(G(x)) only.
2.5. Vocoder
Neural vocoders such as the WaveNet vocoder [31] have been
shown to outperform the traditional Griffin-Lim algorithm [19]
for converting time-frequency representations to waveforms.
Among the neural vocoders that have been proposed, we adopt
MelGAN [18] for its remarkable efficiency and generalizability.
3. Experimental Validation
3.1. Setup
Training and test sample generation. We employ the NUS
database [20] as our paired training dataset, which contains 115
mins of singing data and the corresponding 54 mins of speech
data. 48 recordings of 20 unique English songs are sung and
read out by 12 subjects, and each sung-read paired audio can be
time-aligned by their phone-duration annotations. The phone
annotations is in accordance to the CMU phoneme dictionary
(39 phonemes)3 with two extra phones denoting the silence and
inhalation between words, and the duration annotations specify
the start and end time of each phone.
3http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
Out of the 20 unique songs in the dataset, we keep one song
(with two recordings) as our test set. The test singer is only
present in one recording in our training set, and the test song is
not seen at all in the training data.
Due to the small size of the NUS dataset, we originally plan
to perform data augmentation using unpaired data with both
speech-only and singing-only datasets. For speech, we consider
adding the LJSpeech dataset [32], which is a single speaker
dataset with 24 hours of reading audio. For singing, we consider
using the DAMP dataset [21], which is a multi-singer dataset
comprised of about 6,000 songs.
The use of LJSpeech for augmenting the speech data, how-
ever, turns out to be difficult. This is because, in our STS setting,
we need to find a way to create the target melody contour for
each input speech from LJSpeech. The melody contour should
correlate well to the number of words from the spoken lines.
And, it is not natural to convert the speech with arbitrary melody
contour. We attempt to give the pitch contour C by randomly
sampling a pitch contour from our singing dataset, but the result
shows that it actually hurts the audio quality. Therefore, for sim-
plicity, we decide to augment only the singing data with DAMP,
and drop the LJSpeech part.
To extract the more representative training data, we exclude
the segments of song that contains silences of longer than one
second. Moreover, we remove the silence from speech by using
the phoneme-duration annotation. All the combinations are
constrained to have three or more words.
Implementation details. All the neural network implemen-
tations and audio processing procedures are performed using
pytorch and librosa [25]. The time domain signals are resampled
from 44k to 22k Hz. We compute STFT with 1,024-pt FFT
size, 12.5 milliseconds hop size, and transform it into 80-bin
mel-scale. We set BEGAN parameters λ = 0.01 and initialize
k0 = 0, γ = 0. We set supervised learning factor β = 0.5 and
use Adam as our optimizer with initial learning rate 0.001 and
exponential decrease factor of 0.99. We train the networks for
20k steps with 32 batch size. The training process takes about 5
hours to complete, using an NVIDIA RTX 1080-Ti GPU.
Our multi-singer MelGAN vocoder is trained on the union
of the NUS dataset [20] and two other sources of unaccompanied
singing data, the DSD [33] and MUSDB18 datasets [34]. The
whole training process take 1000k steps, and about 2 weeks.
Phoneme synchronization (PhSync). To quantify how
much the burden of modelling phoneme duration affects the
system, we follow the settings in [9] and stretch/shrink each
phone in the input speech to be the same length as it is in the
target singing. The duration for each phoneme is obtained from
the phone-level annotations for speech and singing.
3.2. System evaluated
We create several variants of our system to extensively evaluate
the effect of each of the modifications we propose.
• Baseline: Uses the model architecture proposed in the
prior art [9], which is trained through multi-task learning
with phoneme prediction, using only the paired data. It
uses log spectrograms as its input, not mel-spectrograms.
• Decoder (D): Uses the modified version of the decoder,
and trained with the MSE loss. We use the spectrograms
here as the input for fair comparison with the Baseline.
• Decoder + Adversarial (D + A): Uses the modified ver-
sion of the decoder, and trained with adversarial and MSE
losses jointly. Also use the spectrogram features.
System LSD ↓ LSD (mel) ↓ RCA ↑
Baseline [9] 9.97 — 0.760
Decoder 9.36 — 0.801
Decoder + Adversarial 9.21 — 0.820
Decoder + Vocoder — 1.15 0.811
Proposed — 1.13 0.832
Proposed + PhSync — 1.07 0.816
Table 1: Results on objective metrics for different proposed STS
systems. Log-spectral distance (LSD; in db) is the lower the
better, while raw chroma accuracy (RCA) the inverse. The first
three rows present the results of spectrogram input system with
various settings. The second and third last row presents the result
of a neural vocoder system, operating on mel-spectrorams. The
last row uses phone-annotation information. Therefore, ‘LSD’
and ‘LSD (mel)’ are calculated over magnitude spectrograms
and mel spectrograms, respectively. We highlight the best result
obtained by the system in each group.
• Decoder + Neural Vocoder (D+V): Uses our modi-
fied version of the decoder, and trained on the log mel-
spectrogram features. The output is converted to wave-
form by MelGAN [18] instead of Griffin-Lim.
• Proposed model (D + V + A): The proposed network
trained with adversarial loss and MSE loss jointly using
both paired and unpaired data, and the output is also
converted into waveform by MelGAN.
• Proposed Model + PhSync: Denotes our proposed sys-
tem trained in phoneme synchronization setting.
Objective evaluation. Following [9], we use log-spectral
distance (LSD) and F0 raw chroma accuracy (RCA) [35] as
the objective metrics. LSD evaluates the dissimilarity between
two spectra, while RCA evaluates melody correctness. LSD
is computed by averaging the Euclidean distance between true
and predicted log spectrogram or log mel-spectrogram frames
over time, for frequencies between 100 Hz to 3.5 kHz. RCA
is computed according to [35] between a target waveform and
the model output, and we set the maximum tolerance deviation
between target and output as 50 cents in frequency value. The
systems are evaluated by selecting random 50 test samples with
speech duration of at least 2 seconds and then averaging the
scores over all the samples.
Subjective evaluation: We are mainly interested in three
parts. Is our decoder architecture better than the prior one em-
ployed in [9]? Does the neural vocoder with 80 bins melspectro-
gram performs better than the Griffin-Lim algorithm with 512
bins spectrogram? Does adversarial learning help the model
generate more natural-sounding singing?
Hence, instead of doing subjective evaluations on our all
systems, we conducted preference listening test on a selective
pairs of the systems (i.e., ‘Baseline v.s D,’ ‘D v.s. D+V,’ ‘D+V
v.s. D+V+A’). Each participant was first asked to listen the input
speech and compare the outputs of a selected pair of the systems.
The participants were then asked to specify their preference
among the two systems in terms of naturalness. For all pairs of
systems, the percentage of votes are reported for each option.
3.3. Results and Discussion
Objective evaluation: The result is shown in Table 1. Several
observations can be made. First, Decoder performs noticeably
Figure 3: Subjective evaluation results for pairs of systems.
better than Baseline on both LSD and RCA. This indicates that
our decoder architecture combined with the progressive-growing
architecture works better for STS. Second, we find that ‘Decoder
+ Adversarial’ also performs better than ‘Decoder-only’ on both
512-bin spectrogram and 80-bin mel-spectrogram representa-
tions, suggesting that unsupervised learning with the BEGAN
architecture improves the result.4
Subjective evaluation: The response from 38 participants
recruited from the Internet for our listening test is summarized
in Fig. 3. Each of our modifications seems to outperform the
corresponding ablated version. Key takeaways are: We can do
better STS by using a neural vocoder on mel-spectrograms; and
the use of adversarial learning and unpaired data is beneficial.
3.4. Other Experiments and Future works
Melody information may not be easy to obtain most of the times,
and a perfect STS system should learn how to sing given only
speech audio. Hence, we attempt to directly transform speech
to singing with no melody information. The cycle-BEGAN
architecture is employed to achieve unsupervised learning, and
models are trained with adversarial loss and cycle reconstruction
loss jointly. However, results show that it can not generate natural
singing. Model does not learn to generate coherent melody
across time, and the reason may be that it is too hard for the
generator to learn a global information like melody coherence
with a GAN architecture. We plan to study in our future work a
two-step model that generates the melody contour from speech
first, and then generates the singing. Another idea is to use an
auto-regressive models such as the VQVAE [36, 37] so that the
output sequence is conditioned on previous states.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented variant settings to improve an
end-to-end speech-to-singing conversion neural net that takes
only speech and target melody contour as the input. We modify
different aspects of the network, mainly with GAN-based meth-
ods. Moreover, we validate the effectiveness of our model via
both objective and subjective studies, seeing promising improve-
ments. We are interested in using sequence-to-sequence models
for this task, and in creating a model that does not require the
target melody contour to be specified.
4We remind that the first three methods take the magnitude spectro-
grams as inputs, while the other methods deal with the mel-specgrograms.
To make ‘LSD’ and ‘LSD (mel)’ comparable, one straightforward ap-
proach is to multiply the latter by 512
80
, since the values of LSD depends
on the number of bins in the time-frequency representation. In that case,
1.13 ∗ 512
80
= 7.23, which is far lower than 9.21, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the neural vocoder over the Griffin-Lim algorithm.
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